Medical implications of melatonin: receptor-mediated and receptor-independent actions
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Abstract

The functional versatility and diversity of melatonin has exceeded everyone’s expectations. The evidence is substantial that melatonin has multiple receptor-mediated and receptor-independent actions. Considering the unexpectedly widespread distribution of cellular membrane receptors as well as the existence of nuclear binding sites/receptors and the fact that some of melatonin’s actions are receptor-independent means that melatonin likely functions in every cell with which it comes in contact. This is highlighted by the fact that there are no morphophysiological barriers to melatonin, e.g., the blood-brain barrier. In addition to its widespread actions, melatonin synthesis occurs in widely diverse tissues with its production not being relegated to the pineal gland. This should not be unexpected given that it is present throughout the animal kingdom including species that lack a pineal gland, e.g., insects, and in single cell organisms. In this review, only a few of melatonin’s effects that involve the interaction of the indoleamine with receptors are described. These functions include the control of seasonal reproduction, modulation of sleep processes and influences on bone growth and osteoporosis. Among the actions of melatonin that are likely receptor independent and that are reviewed herein include its ability to neutralize free radicals which leads to a reduction in cataract formation, reducing oxidative stress due to exposure to hyperbaric hyperoxia, ameliorating hyperthyroidism and abating the toxicity of sepsis and septic shock. These actions alone speak to the diversity of beneficial effects of melatonin; however, the review is no way near exhaustive in terms of what melatonin is capable of doing. Because of its ubiquitous benefits, the pharmaceutical industry is developing melatonin analogues which interact with melatonin receptors. Clearly, the intent of the drugs is to take advantage of some of melatonin’s numerous beneficial effects.
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Introduction

Melatonin is often referred to as a hormone. By conventional definition, a hormone is defined as a molecule that is synthesized in an organ, released into a bodily fluid from where it travels to another cell or group of cells where it acts via specific receptors to mediate its effects. Melatonin does not always act in this manner. Sometimes it carries out its actions without the intervention of a receptor, e.g., when it directly scavangers free radicals [1]. In other circumstances, it is released from a cell and acts on another cell in the immediate vicinity, i.e., it functions as a paracoid. Because of this diversity of actions, melatonin is not, in the strictest sense, a hormone. Rather it is a tissue factor, a paracoid, an autocoid, an antioxidant and sometimes a hormone depending on the physiological situation [2].

Also, typically hormones are regulated, either positively or negatively, by other hormones. Thus, hypothalamic releasing/inhibiting hormones act at the level of the anterior pituitary to release or inhibit, respectively, other hormonal products present in the adenohypophysis. In turn, these hypothyalalamic hormones act on peripheral endocrine organs to induce the synthesis and release of yet another set of hormones which then exert either positive or negative feedback effects on the anterior pituitary and/or brain. By comparison the control of pineal melatonin synthesis and release is primarily under control of the sympathetic innervation to the gland (Fig. 1) [3,4] and conventional hormones are without a marked influence on its production [5].
Thus, the pineal gland itself is also not a conventional endocrine organ; rather it is probably best described as a neuroendocrine transducer.

Another feature that characterizes melatonin is its widespread distribution in animals and its uncommonly widely diverse functions. Melatonin exists possibly in every species of the animal kingdom [6,7] and even in some plants [8,9], perhaps all plants. It seems possible that melatonin exists in all living organisms. Also, while the pineal gland of vertebrates is the best known site of melatonin synthesis, it is by no means relegated to this organ given that invertebrates and unicells produce melatonin but are devoid of a pineal organ. Indeed, unicells have no organs whatsoever. Given these observations, it should also be no surprise that even in vertebrates, including mammals, the production of melatonin is not restricted to the pineal gland, e.g., it synthesis reportedly occurs in the retinas [10], the gastrointestinal tract [11], the bone marrow [12,13], and a number of other organs [14-17]. When the mRNAs for the two enzymes that generate melatonin from serotonin are localized, they are found in many tissues that are not yet known to produce the indoleamine [18].

Receptor-mediated actions

In mammals, melatonin signals intracellular processes via activation of two high-affinity G-protein-coupled receptors designated MT1 and MT2 [19-21]. These receptors are distinguishable on the basis of their molecular structures [22], their pharmacological characteristics [23] and their chromosomal localization [24]. The MT1 and MT2 receptors signal by coupling to heterotrimeric Gi proteins. Activation of these receptors causes dissociation of G-proteins into α and a βγ dimer which then interact with various effector molecules related to transferring the signal [25]. The effector systems involved in MT1 and MT2 receptor signaling through G-protein coupling include adenyl cyclase, phospholipase C, phospholipase A2, potassium channels and possibly guanylyl cyclase and calcium channels [26-28].

The following paragraphs describe conditions where melatonin receptors are involved in mediating physiological changes. In these cases either the MT1 or MT2 receptors, or both, are likely involved. Although these actions of melatonin are described as being receptor-mediated, the specific signal transduction and effector mechanisms are not always clearly defined.

Seasonal reproductive physiology. The first action of melatonin to be well substantiated is its ability to mediate seasonal changes in reproductive competence in photoperiodically-dependent seasonal breeders [29,30]. These studies were initiated by observations made in the mid-1960s which showed that short day exposure (winter-type photoperiods) of Syrian hamsters markedly depressed reproductive function in both male [31-33] and female [34,35] Syrian hamsters and that these reproductive degenerative changes were prevented by either surgical removal of the pineal gland [31,32,35,36] or by superior

Figure 1. Interactions of the postganglionic sympathetic innervation with the pinealocyte (the major cell in the pineal gland). During darkness these nerve endings release norepinephrine (NE) which acts primarily on β-adrenergic receptors (β) and to a lesser degree on alpha1-adrenergic receptors (α1) to promote the nocturnal synthesis of melatonin. Melatonin is formed from the amino acid tryptophan which is taken up from the blood into the pinealocyte. Four enzymes, i.e., tryptophan hydroxylase (TH), aromatic acid decarboxylase (AAD), N-acetyltransferase (NAT) and hydroxindole-O-methyltransferase (HIOMT), are responsible for converting tryptophan to melatonin (N-acetyl-5-methoxy-tryptamine). Once produced, melatonin is quickly released into the adjacent capillaries and possibly into the third ventricle of the brain. Hormones from endocrine glands throughout the body do little to perturb the circadian production of melatonin and have only a minor influence on the total amount of melatonin synthesized.
cervical ganglionectionry [3], which interrupts the major nerve supply to the pineal gland and renders it non-functional. While the ability of short days to depress reproductive physiology in long-day-breeding Syrian hamsters was first documented under stable laboratory conditions, soon thereafter it was also shown that, in animals maintained under natural photoperiod and temperature conditions, pineal removal allowed the hamsters to maintain large functional gonads during the winter months [37]. Furthermore, the pinealectomized animals were capable of successful reproduction during the winter [38], a time at which they would have normally been incapable of doing so. In most cases, delivery of young during the winter months is not conducive to survival of the offspring due to the reduced environmental temperature and the shortage of food supplies for both mother and newborns.

The importance of these findings is that the results document that the circannual rhythm in reproductive competence in photoperiodic species is mediated by seasonally-changing day lengths. Moreover, it is the pineal gland, via the elevated nocturnal secretion of melatonin, the duration of which is proportional to the daily dark period [39,40], that is the critical determinant of the seasonal reproductive cycle. Indeed, in a cleverly designed series of studies, Carter and Goldman [41] confirmed, using melatonin infusion, that long duration daily melatonin elevations (typically of those that occur during the short days of the winter) in pinealectomized Djungarian hamsters caused reproductive collapse while shorter duration (typical of those that occur during the long days of the summer) daily infusions did not. Moreover, Stetson and Tay [42] documented that late afternoon melatonin administration, which then synergizes with nocturnally produced endogenous nighttime melatonin to prolong the duration of elevated melatonin, induced gonadal quiescence even in long day-exposed animals. Collectively, the data summarized above provide compelling evidence that melatonin, and specifically the changing duration of elevated nocturnal melatonin level over the seasons is the impeller of seasonal reproductive breeding. The observations, originally derived from studies on the Syrian hamster, have been shown to also exist in many other long-day-breeding species, e.g., the Djungarian hamster [43], vole [44], white-footed mouse [45], ferret [46], etc. This information is now so commonplace that it is considered textbook material.

At the time of these observations, melatonin was generally referred to as an antigonadal [47] or antagonondotropic [48] agent since long duration elevated melatonin levels were associated with reproductive involution. However, the use of these terms was premature and an incorrect designation. Melatonin seems not per se to be directly inhibitory to the reproductive system of seasonally breeding animals inasmuch as many species breed at a time of the year (the winter) when maximal duration melatonin levels exist. These are what are referred to as short day-breeders and include some strains of sheep [49,50], white-tailed deer [51], etc. Clearly, in these species melatonin does not inhibit reproduction and the associated hormone levels. In humans, although melatonin was initially thought to be inhibitory to reproductive development and physiology and was tested (in combination with progestin) as a contraceptive agent [52], it is now generally accepted that melatonin has a minor or no influence on the reproductive physiology of the human. While many individuals take melatonin on a regular basis, there have been no reports of suppressed reproductive function.

The site at which melatonin acts to synchronize seasonal reproductive capability has not been unequivocally proven. The evidence, however, is very strong that the neuroendocrine-hypophyseal axis is the site of this interaction. Hence, the medial basal hypothalamus [53-55] and the anterior pituitary gland itself [56,57] have received a great deal of attention. These cite certainly contain melatonin receptors which are capable of modifying cellular events that would alter reproductive physiology [21,58].

**Sleep.** Circadian rhythms play an important role in determining optimal functioning of organs and physiological processes in all animals. The sleep/wake cycle in man is internally synchronized with the body temperature rhythm and with the 24 hour blood melatonin cycle [59]. These rhythms normally have a stable phase relationship with maximal sleepiness coinciding with highest melatonin levels and minimal core body temperature. In normally-enfrained individuals, major sleep occurs during the night with the late evening rise in melatonin preceding slightly the propensity to sleep [60]. When humans enter darkness at 22:00-23:00 h, circulating melatonin levels reach their peak 3 to 5 hours thereafter and then begin to drop as the time of awakening approaches [61]. Core body temperature usually reaches its peak in the early evening and decreases to a nadir between 03:00 and 06:00 hours [62] with sleep onset usually occurring 5 to 6 hours before the lowest core body temperature [63].

Given the obvious association between sleep propensity and rising melatonin levels, investigations into the effects of exogenously-administered melatonin on sleep induction would be expected. Many studies in the last two decades have suggested an association between sleep an elevated induced melatonin levels [64] although there are contrary reports [65]. Exogenously-administered melatonin functions as a non-photic Zeitgeber when its administration is appropriately timed. As a result it can phase advance or phase delay the circadian system including sleep onset when it is given during the proper interval. The human phase response curves for melatonin have been defined [66,67]; when exogenous melatonin is given in the late afternoon/early evening, the endogenous melatonin rise is phase advanced. When melatonin is given in the morning, a delay in the melatonin rise is seen in the evening of the same day, i.e., it is phase delayed [68].

Some chronic sleep disorders are a consequence of disturbances of the relationship between components of the circadian system. Besides sleep disorders, difficulties in alertness, fatigue, etc., in shift workers and during jet lag have a similar dyssynchronization of their circadian cycles. The ability of melatonin to correct or partially alleviate these conditions has been examined.

Individuals with delayed sleep phase syndrome (DSPS) experience difficulty in falling asleep at their desired bedtime and an inability to wake spontaneously in the morning [69]. Exogenous melatonin has been given to individuals with DSPS with the intent of correcting this problem. Because of different doses of melatonin given to patients at different times, it
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is difficult to compare the results of the studies that have been published. In general, however, evening melatonin administration to DSPS patients often phase advances sleep onset [70-72], improves sleep and results in less daytime fatigue. Furthermore, evening melatonin treatment combined with early morning bright light therapy induces even a greater phase advance suggesting that these two treatments have additive effects and that it may be the best treatment to improve sleep in individuals with severe DSPS [73].

Sleep disorders in children have also been successfully treated with melatonin. Melatonin therapy in children with neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD) has yielded a 70-90% response rate in terms of sleep improvement [74,75]. DSPS in children, as in adults, as well as other circadian rhythm sleep disorders can usually be improved or corrected with melatonin. On the other hand, early morning awakening, which is common in children with NDD, is more difficult to treat with evening melatonin. This may relate to the rapid metabolism of melatonin after it is given. Thus, it can reduce sleep onset latency but early morning awakening still occurs [76,77].

The dose of melatonin required to induce sleep seems to be highly variable among individuals and some patients show no sleep improvement whatsoever in response to the indoleamine. Once the therapeutic threshold is established for sleep promotion in an individual, higher doses generally do not result in additional sleep promoting benefits [78]. Also, there are some individuals who exhibit a rapid response to melatonin treatment while others are slow responders [77]. Thus, some patients exhibit sleep improvement essentially the first night while in others melatonin must be given for weeks or months before sleep improvement becomes apparent.

Insomnia is a prevalent problem in elderly individuals with up to 50% of that population exhibiting inefficient and/or non-restorative sleep despite ample opportunities to sleep [79]. Given that endogenous melatonin wanes with increasing age and because of the proposed association of melatonin with sleep improvement, it has often been surmised that insomnia in the elderly is related to the diminished melatonin levels. The soporific effect of melatonin has been tested in elderly subjects with varying degrees of success [80,81]. The use of melatonin

**Figure 2.** Melatonin (A), during the process of scavenging toxic reactants, generates a number of metabolites that are equally effective or better scavengers than is the parent molecule. Some of the most important of these are cyclic 3-hydroxymelatonin (D), N1-acetyl-N2-formyl-5-methoxykynuramine (E), and N-acetyl-5-methoxykynuramine (F). 6-hydroxymelatonin (G), is the major hepatic enzymatic metabolite of melatonin.
to treat insomnia in older people is supported by the findings of Zisapel [82] who reports that it is effective in promoting earlier onset and more restful sleep in the elderly and, although no specific melatonin formulation has been approved for sleep, its efficacy and high safety profile provide a rational for its use.

One novel approach to improve nighttime sleep and daytime activity in elderly institutionalized subjects was to give them melatonin-rich milk [83]. In this case, milk containing 10-40 mg melatonin per liter was given as a drink with meals. The amount of milk consumed by each subject was, on average, 0.5 liters daily. In this study, there was some subjective improvement of sleep quality as judged by the caregivers and a more noticeable improvement in daytime activity. The authors suggested that even ultra-low doses of melatonin, which do not measurably change circulating melatonin values, may nevertheless have some beneficial effects in elderly humans, particularly in relation to increased daytime activity.

Due to the very wide variety of factors that lead to sleep disturbances, it is not surprising that the use of melatonin to improve these problems has not been uniformly successful. While many investigators conclude that melatonin is efficacious for improving sleep, the most effective doses and the ideal time of administration may vary among individuals, making generalizations about treatment difficult. Despite a significant amount of data to the contrary, as mentioned above, there are some clinicians/scientists who contend that melatonin is not beneficial in terms of sleep promotion [65]. This brief review is certainly not exhaustive in discussing all the reports on melatonin in relationship to sleep and the interested reader can consult other reviews on this subject. Also, when melatonin does influence sleep processes the authors of the reports usually assumed that this result is a consequence of melatonin’s interaction with neural membrane receptors, probably in the suprachiasmatic nuclei.

Osteoporosis. In 1992, despite the absence of any compelling data indicating an association between melatonin and bone metabolism, Sandyk et al. [84] made the suggestion that perhaps the indoleamine would be beneficial in reducing the severity of postmenopausal osteoporosis. The idea is interesting inasmuch as osteoporosis becomes most obviously manifested between the age-related reduction in melatonin and the progression of bone loss in the elderly, neither directly suggested melatonin be used to treat this condition [85,86]. Considering the data from recent publications, melatonin administration may yet prove to be a feasible treatment to improve bone health in the elderly. In 2003, Cardinali and co-workers [87] reviewed the world’s published literature on this subject and defined the rational for the potential use of melatonin therapy to augmented bone mass in diseases characterized by low bone density and increased fragility of osseous tissue.

Circulating levels of melatonin can be reduced in young animals by surgical removal of the pineal gland. When this procedure is performed in chickens, the development of scoliosis is a common finding, a change consistent with the loss of bone mass and deterioration of skeletal microarchitecture [88-92]. While pineal ablation does not by itself result in scoliosis in the rat, this may relate to the fact that rats do not walk upright like chickens and, therefore, the amount of pressure on the spine of the rat is greatly relieved.

Theorizing that being bipedal was potentially a requirement for the development of scoliosis after pinealectomy, Machida et al. [93] published a series of studies indicating this is the case. To create bipedal rats, this group surgically removed the forelegs and the tail from pups shortly after birth. These animals then learned to walk upright, i.e., they became bipedal, by using their hind legs only. When these rats were subsequently pinealectomized, they too developed spinal malformations similar to those in chickens lacking their pineal gland. Importantly, treating pinealectomized bipedal rats with a subcutaneous melatonin pellet prevented the deterioration of the vertebrae and the development of idiopathic scoliosis. Thus, the authors concluded that postural processes along with a melatonin deficient state are critical factors in the development of a weakened vertebral column in pinealectomized rats [93].

Machida and co-workers [94] have now extended these studies to another rodent, the C57BL/6J mouse. This strain of mouse is an ideal model in which to examine the role of melatonin in preventing bone loss given that it is genetically deficient in melatonin [95,96]. As in their studies using rats, Machida et al. [94] surgically-induced bipedalness and some of the animals were supplemented with an intraperitoneal injection of melatonin daily (8 mg/kg). After 5 months the mice were killed and the vertebral column was examined by spine X-ray and 3 dimensional computerized tomography. Scoliosis and rib humps developed in 29 or 30 genetically melatonin-deficient bipedal mice; interestingly, even 5 of 20 quadrupedal mice that had genetically-depressed melatonin levels exhibited spinal curvature. When melatonin was given as a daily supplement, no mice developed scoliosis.

A recent study from the same laboratory extended these findings using this unique strain of mouse [97]. Again, the animal selected for their studies was the C57BL/6J mouse because of its melatonin deficiency [95,96]. These mice were again rendered bipedal by surgical removal of the forelimbs. These animals, even though they were not pinealectomized (but they were melatonin deficient) developed scoliosis in a large percentage of the cases, i.e., 7 of 9 mice. In another strain of mice, the C3H/HeJ, which is not deficient in melatonin, bipedal ambulation by itself caused 25% of the animals to develop spinal curvature, this was increased to 70% when bipedal C3H/HeJ mice were additionally pinealectomized. The conclusion of these studies is that spinal deformations occur as a result of a melatonin deficiency combined with bipedal ambulation.

These findings attracted the interest of clinical researchers who surmised that bipedal primates, e.g., humans, may develop scoliosis and/or osteoporosis in later years since at this time endogenous melatonin levels are depressed. To test this they selected the rhesus monkey [98], 18 of which were pinealectomized when they were 8-11 months of age; the completeness of pineal removal was assessed by the minimal levels of a major melatonin metabolite, 6-hydroxymelatonin sulfate, in the urine. Following the surgical procedure, the follow-up interval varied from 10-41 months during which bone structure was analyzed
by means of monthly radiographs. Of the 10 monkeys that had complete pincal excision, none developed scoliosis (average follow-up was 29 months).

Given the apparent negative outcome of this study, Cheung et al. [98] reasoned that the observations made in bipedal rodents regarding melatonin deficiency, bipedalness and weakened bone structure cannot be extrapolated to bipedal primates or to the human. They surmised that the difference may be possible etiological factors that contribute to the development of idiopathic scoliosis in different animal groups. There are, however, several factors to consider. Firstly, whereas the rhesus monkey is classified as a bipedal primate, rarely does it walk upright. Also, in this case the animals were likely maintained in cages that greatly limited their mobility and stress on the vertebral column; if these animals would have been in their natural setting with free movement perhaps the outcome of the studies may have been different. Thus, it would seem premature to conclude that melatonin is without effects of bone growth, remodeling or deterioration in primates including man.

Ladizesky et al. [99,100] used two different animal models to test whether melatonin is influential in terms of bone formation and resorption. Ovariectomy in rats is accompanied by changes in bone metabolism and demineralization. To monitor these changes, they assessed urinary deoxypyridinoline (a marker of bone resorption) and calcium excretion as well as blood levels of calcium, phosphorus and bone alkaline phosphatase (a marker of bone formation); additionally, they evaluated bone mineral density (BMD), bone mineral content (BMC) and bone area (BA) of the entire skeleton at 60 days after ovariectomy. Half of the rats had melatonin added to their drinking water (250 µg/ml). By 30 days after ovariectomy, urinary deoxypyridinoline increased by 50%, a change that did not occur in the ovariectomized rats that were ingesting melatonin in their drinking fluid. At 15 days after surgery, a significant rise in serum phosphorous and bone alkaline phosphatase was apparent in rats lacking their ovaries but receiving melatonin. The BMD, BMC and BA, although reduced after ovariectomy was not modified by melatonin in the drinking fluid. While not all parameters of bone remodeling were preserved by melatonin treatment, the authors were confident in concluding that melatonin does modify bone remodeling following surgical removal of ovaries, but for maximal benefit some estrogen may also have to be available [100]. Castration in male rats causes similar changes in indices of bone loss which are reduced when melatonin is given [101,102].

In a second study, Ladizesky et al. [103] treated male rats for 10 weeks with either melatonin or methylprednisolone or both agents. While each molecule independently had positive effects on indices of bone health, when given in combination the benefit was the greatest. The indices that exhibited positive effects included BMC, BMD, and BA and, during a femoral biomechanical test the combination of the glucocorticoid and the indoleamine produced the highest values of work to failure. Clearly, both methylprednisolone and melatonin independently reduced bone resorption and had bone protective effects.

The consequences of melatonin on the proliferation of osteoblasts differ slightly among the findings that are reported in the literature. Roth et al. [104], using two rodent osteoblastic cell lines claimed that melatonin was either without effect or slightly depressed osteoblastic cell proliferation. This group also reported, however, that melatonin promotes osteoblast differentiation and enhances bone formation. In contrast, Nakade et al. [105] found that, in the presence of melatonin, human osteoblast cell proliferation was improved.

The most complete examination of the association of melatonin and bone growth is that recently published by Satomura et al. [106]. The intent of their studies was to test whether melatonin could be effectively used as a pharmacological agent to shorten the treatment period of bone fracture, osteotomies and bone distraction. For their in vitro studies they used human osteoblasts and for the in vivo experiments the mouse was the animal of choice. In terms of its effects on human osteoblasts, melatonin dose-dependently stimulated cell proliferation and alkaline phosphatase activity. Additionally, the indoleamine induced gene expression of type 1 collagen osteopontin, bone sialoprotein and osteocalcin. As with cell proliferation, the degree of heightened gene expressions were related to the concentrations of melatonin used. Also, importantly the intraperitoneal administration of melatonin (100 mg/kg for 21 days) increased the volume of newly formed cortical bone in the femurs of mice. Finally, reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction and Western blot analysis showed that human osteoblasts express the melatonin 1a receptor.

That melatonin influences the differentiation of progenitor cells toward osteoblasts was recently suggested by the studies of Sanchez-Hidalgo et al. [107]. In mammalian bone marrow, two of the major cell types that occur develop from a common precursor cell, the multipotent bone marrow-derived cell, or the mesenchymal stem cell [108]. Melatonin may be able to direct these undifferentiated cells toward the osteoblast line rather than to the adipocyte [104]. Using the ROS17/2.8 cell line which was also used by Roth and co-workers [104], Sanchez-Hidalgo et al. [107] found that melatonin inhibited oleic acid uptake by these cells reducing the formation of adipocytes and directing cell differentiation toward the osteoblast. They also found, with the aid of the melatonin receptor antagonists, luzindole and S29028, that melatonin inhibited triglyceride uptake by these cells via a receptor-mediated mechanism, although the signaling events were not identified. These findings were interpreted in light of the reduced melatonin production that occurs in the elderly. Normally, bone marrow cell differentiation with increased aging shifts toward the adipocyte line of cell development at the expense of osteoblast formation. This may contribute to osteoporosis which is common in aged individuals. These changes occur coincident with reduced endogenous melatonin production during aging [109-111]. The findings of Sanchez-Hidalgo et al. ([107]) indicate that supplemental melatonin administration in the elderly may preserve bone strength and decrease fat cell accumulation in the bone marrow, a feature common to the marrow of aged individuals. The outcome of these in vitro findings are consistent with the observations summarized above related to melatonin’s ability to prevent bone deterioration in melatonin-deficient bipedal rodents.

The structural integrity of the skeletal system relies on the persistent remodeling processes carried out by bone-resorbing osteoclasts and bone-forming osteoblasts. Melatonin may
enhance bone formation by suppressing osteoclasts as suggested by Suzuki and Hattori [112] and Koyama et al. [113] via its free radical scavenging properties and actions on RANKL and/or by promoting osteoblastic activity [105,114] by mechanisms that involve membrane melatonin receptors on these cells [115,116]. The down-stream signaling mechanisms whereby melatonin enhances the activity of osteoblasts theoretically involve a number of mechanisms none of which have much support [117].

**Non-receptor mediated actions**

The ability of melatonin and its metabolites to expunge free radicals and related reactants possibly involves all of the following actions: a) direct detoxification of radicals and radical products, b) stimulation of the activities of several antioxidative enzymes, c) inhibition of the activities of prooxidative enzymes, d) promotion of the synthesis of glutathione, another essential antioxidant, e) synergistic actions with other antioxidants, and f) mitochondrial actions of melatonin that reduce free radical generation. Of these actions, some clearly require no specific receptor (are non-hormonal) while others may well be receptor-mediated (are hormonal). For the purposes of this presentation, however, they are listed under the non-hormonal category of actions.

While melatonin has the capability of donating one or more electrons to free radicals resulting in their detoxification [118-120], the metabolites that are formed during this process, i.e., cyclic 3-hydroxymelatonin (3-OHMel), N-acetyl-N-formyl-5-methoxykynuramine (AFMK) and N-acetyl-5-methoxykynuramine (AMK) [121-126] also have similar capabilities. This progressive annihilation of radicals and their products by melatonin and its metabolites is referred to the antioxidant cascade and is graphically depicted in figure 2 [1].

The activities of antioxidative enzymes may exhibit increases or decreases depending on the duration and severity of oxidative stress and when they are measured during the stress response. Initially, early in the oxidative stress response the activities of antioxidative enzymes may show a compensatory rise to overcome massive free radical generation. As the oxidative stress response is prolonged, free radicals either directly damage the enzyme molecule or its upstream processes leading to a reduction in enzyme activities. Thus, melatonin’s apparent actions in terms of these enzyme responses may be at least two-fold, i.e., it prevents the upregulation of the enzymes presumably due to the fact that as melatonin and its metabolites scavenge radicals the oxidative stress environment is reduced and upregulation of antioxidative enzyme activity is less necessary. Secondly, melatonin due to its combined scavenging actions with that of its metabolites may reduce the likelihood that the enzyme itself or its upstream processes are damaged, thereby preventing a reduction in the activities of the antioxidative enzymes. These reported effects of melatonin have been summarized in several reviews [127-130].

The antioxidative enzymes that are influenced by melatonin include the superoxide dismutases (both the mitochondrial and cytosolic isoforms), glutathione peroxidase and glutathione reductase (Fig. 3) [129,130]. The antioxidative enzyme, catalase, has been less extensively investigated in terms of the effects of melatonin on its activity.

There are a number of prooxidative enzymes in multicellular organisms which generate free radicals. Examples include nitric oxide synthase which generates NO and the lipooxygenases which result in the formation of the superoxide anion (O2•−). Whereas NO is not a powerfully damaging free radical, when it couples with O2•− it forms the peroxynitrite anion (ONOO−) which is potently reactive and damaging. Melatonin inhibits lipooxygenase [120], while AMK reduces the activity of the enzyme that catalyzes the formation of NO, nitric oxide synthase (NOS) [131]. As of result, free radical and/or toxic reactant generation is alleviated.

The concentration of the intracellular antioxidant, glutathione, is very high in many cells. During high oxidative stress conditions total glutathione levels can be reduced. One action of melatonin seems to be to ensure that glutathione levels do not drop significantly. This may be achieved by melatonin’s ability to stimulate the enzyme, gamma-glutamyl-cysteine synthase, the proposed rate limiting enzyme in glutathione production [132,133].

At least in *in vitro* experiments, melatonin has been shown to synergize with vitamins C and E and others to reduce free radical damage [134,135]. It is not uncommon for antioxidants to couple their actions such that the beneficial effect is greater than when the individual antioxidants act independently.

Prevention of free radical generation may be an important activity which allows melatonin to limit oxidative stress. A number of studies have documented that the fumbling of...
and lenticular opacification is related to oxidative stress formation since it had been shown to be a free radical scavenger. They anticipated that melatonin would reduce cataract formation and half of the newborn rats treated with BSO were given a daily intraperitoneal injection, preventing the formation of cataracts (right).

In the following examples where melatonin has been used to reduce oxidative damage, one or more of the processes outlined above may have been operative. Indeed, it is impossible to determine what percentage of the protection is afforded by an individual action of a free radical scavenger/antioxidant. Also, the following list includes only a few of the experimental situations in which melatonin has been shown to attenuate free radical damage and improve tissue function.

**Cataracts.** Oxidative stress is identified as a major cause of cataracts. In humans, cataracts usually develop late in life and are more common in individuals who have spent much of their time working outdoors where they were exposed to high levels of ultraviolet radiation. The lenticular damage that occurs is mainly in the epithelium and cortex.

A frequently-used experimental model to investigate processes associated with cataractogenesis and the means of inhibiting their development includes the newborn rat treated with L-buthionine-S,R-sulfoximine (BSO); this drug inhibits gamma-glutamyl-cysteine synthase, the rate limiting enzyme in glutathione production. Hence, the drug depletes tissues, including the lens, of the important antioxidant glutathione. This depletion leads to exaggerated oxidative stress, molecular damage and the formation of cataracts. Typically, BSO is given on the day rat or mice pups are born and the cataracts are grossly apparent by the time the palpebral fissures open at 10-12 days after birth.

Abe and co-workers used this model to induce cataracts and half of the newborn rats treated with BSO were given a daily intraperitoneal injection of melatonin (4 mg/kg BW) for the duration of the study period which ended 17 days after birth. They anticipated that melatonin would reduce cataract formation since it had been shown to be a free radical scavenger and lenticular opacification is related to oxidative stress. Moreover, melatonin had been identified in the fluid of the anterior chamber of the eye and, therefore, it would likely have ready access to the lens. In this model, Abe et al. indeed found that melatonin readily substituted for glutathione and almost totally prevented cataractogenesis (Fig. 4). In BSO-treated rats given only diluent, 18 of 18 pups had visually apparent cataracts while only 1 or 15 BSO-injected pups given melatonin on a daily basis had obvious bilateral cataracts. Since all rats treated with the glutathione-depleting drug had very significantly depressed (<90%) lenticular glutathione levels, the authors surmised that the protection against oxidative stress provided by melatonin was a consequence of its antioxidative actions.

Li and colleagues used the same newborn rat model to study the efficacy of melatonin in reducing lenticular opacification and lipid peroxidation. In this case, the lenses were examined on both day 9 and day 17 after birth of the pups. When the data from the two days were combined, again virtually all pups (16 of 18) given BSO plus diluent developed cataracts while 3 or 18 of those that had the benefit of melatonin injections had cataracts. The levels of lipid peroxidation were elevated in many organs of pups given BSO with the amounts of oxidized lipid being reduced after daily melatonin treatment.

Bardak et al. approached the problem of cataractogenesis and the oxidative stress provided by melatonin was a consequence of its antioxidative actions.

Of interest in relation to the ability of melatonin to limit the frequency of cataracts is that it was subsequently reported that the rat lens itself produces melatonin, at least after adulthood. This was initially reported by Abe et al. and has been recently confirmed by Itoh and co-workers. Abe and colleagues detected melatonin and the serotonin acetyling enzyme, AANAT, in the rabbit and rat lens and in the latter species they described a circadian rhythm of AANAT activity. Most recently, Itoh et al. documented that the mRNAs for both AANAT and HIOMT exist in the adult rat lens; immunocytochemical localization showed that AANAT is localized in the lenticular cortical fiber cells. The locally-produced melatonin may help to protect the lens from oxidative stress during their transfer through the electron transport chain may be reduced by melatonin. When the escape of electrons from the chain is diminished, the number of radicals that are formed in the mitochondria is likewise reduced. Melatonin’s ability to limit free radical generation at the mitochondrial level is readily apparent when cells subjected to high oxidative stress conditions are treated with melatonin.

**Figure 4.** Cataracts in the lens of 17-day-old rat (left) treated with L-buthionine-S,R-sulfoximine (BSO) at day 1 after birth to deplete intracellular levels of the antioxidant, glutathione. Prominent “cloudiness” of the lens was apparent at 17 days after birth. Melatonin, given as a daily intraperitoneal injection, prevented the formation of cataracts (right).
stress and the formation of cataracts. Melatonin produced in the lens along with that synthesized in the ciliary body [152], which probably accounts for the concentrations of the indoleamine in the fluid of the anterior chamber of the eye [147], likely aids in protecting the lens from free radical-mediated oxidative damage.

Melatonin receptors are not required when the indole functions as a direct free radical scavenger. In the ocular tissues including in the lenticular cortical fiber cells of *Xenopus laevis*, however, receptors for melatonin are present [153]. This suggests that these lenticular cells are direct targets for melatonin and they could assist in reducing oxidative stress by mediating the effects of melatonin in stimulating antioxidative enzymes [130]. Whether any cells in the mammalian ocular lens possess melatonin receptors has not been determined.

Recently, Siu and co-workers [154] summarized the data related to the protective actions of melatonin against a variety of free radical-related ocular conditions/diseases. Besides cataracts, oxidative stress contributes to retinopathy of prematurity, retinoblastoma, age-related macular degeneration, retinitis pigmentosa, glaucoma, photokeratitis and ischemia/reperfusion injury in the orbital globe. Given the association of each of these conditions with excessive free radical damage, melatonin may help to attenuate the severity of these conditions as well.

**Hyperbaric hyperoxia.** Hyperbaric oxygenation (HBO) involves exposure to 100% oxygen at a pressure typically higher than atmospheric pressure. This treatment modality is a commonly-used procedure for a variety of disorders and has been successfully implemented in clinical situations involving ischemia and/or hypoxia [155]. The rational for HBO therapy is that it elevates pO₂ levels in the blood and tissues, especially those deficient in O₂. The higher concentration of O₂ administered and the higher pressure increases the level of dissolved oxygen entering the blood [156]. The down side to oxygen therapy, however, is the elevated levels of toxic oxygen-based free radicals and related products that are generated under elevated oxygen conditions [157,158]. Given the involvement of free radical-mediated molecular damage with this treatment paradigm, several studies examined whether melatonin would reduce oxidative damage to tissues of rats exposed either acutely or chronically to 100% oxygen.

In the first study in this series, Pablos and colleagues [159] exposed adult rats to 100% oxygen at 4 atmospheres for 90 minutes in a plexiglas chamber. Half of the rats were given a single intraperitoneal injection of 10 mg/kg melatonin before the onset of the exposure. As a result of the HBO, levels of lipid peroxidation products were elevated in the lungs, liver and brain; the rises in lipid degradation were prevented, in all organs, in the animals that had received melatonin. The antioxidative enzymes, GPx and GRd, were reduced as a result of hyperbaric oxygen exposure, changes also reversed by melatonin. Based on the indices measured, melatonin was highly effective in preventing oxidative damage resulting from hyperbaric oxygen exposure.

In the other two acute studies [160,161], adult rats were placed in a stainless steel oxygen chamber which was flushed with 100% oxygen with the chamber pressure being increased to 2.5 atmospheres pressure. Following the exposure session, the chamber was decompressed to normbaric air gradually over a 5 minute period. Immediately following the exposure, tissues were collected to evaluate the degree of oxidative stress.

As in the study Pablos et al. [159], both Topal and colleagues [160] and Dunbar et al. [161] reported that exogenously administered melatonin (10 mg/kg) before HBO exposure reduced oxidative damage in both the lungs and brain. Perhaps of greater importance is that both groups also showed that performing the oxygen exposures a night produced less severe effects in terms of free radical damage than when the exposures were done during the day. These authors, therefore, concluded that the nocturnal rise in endogenous melatonin provides some antioxidative protection against HBO.

In the only chronic exposure study, the investigators also examined the effect of both exogenously-administered pharmacological melatonin levels and endogenously-produced physiological melatonin concentrations on oxidative damage in rats after repeated hyperbaric oxygen exposure [162]. In this case, rats were given 10 consecutive daily HBO sessions of 1 hour duration; the parameters of exposure were 100% oxygen at 2.5 atmospheres. Immediately prior to each session, half of the animals were given an intraperitoneal injection of 5 mg/kg melatonin. The HBO treatment caused rises in protein carbonyls in both the lungs and brain and a compensatory increase in SOD activity in the same tissues. The changes in both protein carbonyls and SOD activity were blocked by daily pharmacological melatonin treatment.

To test the potential protective effect of physiological melatonin levels, the hyperbaric oxygen exposures were performed for 10 consecutive days at night when circulating melatonin levels are elevated [162]. The study was carried out with the aid of a dim red light which does not depress endogenous melatonin levels [163]. While not as effective as exogenously-administered pharmacological melatonin, when the hyperbaric oxygen exposures were performed at night in the presence of elevated endogenous melatonin concentrations, the damage to proteins was in part prevented.

From these studies, it is apparent that melatonin would be a worthy adjunct therapy to be given in combination with hyperbaric oxygen treatment. Undoubtedly, this HBO exposure is limited by the toxicity of oxygen and the use of melatonin may allow more prolonged or frequent treatment periods which may benefit recovery and avoid the associated molecular damage.

**Hyperthyroidism.** The hypermetabolic state associated with hyperthyroidism generates an excess of free radicals in the heart and other tissues [164,165]. During hyperthyroidism, the heart undergoes hypertrophy [166]. Due to the increased metabolic rate imposed by elevated thyroid hormone, additional free radicals are produced which damage the heart (and other tissues); the dysfunctional heart then undergoes a compensatory growth response to counterbalance the altered cardiac function.

Ghosh et al. [167] tested whether melatonin would overcome cardiac hypertrophy and oxidative alterations associated with triiodothyronine (T3) administration for 15 days. Additionally, they examined whether depressed gene expression for GLUT4 and the reduced glucose uptake by cardiomyocytes would be
changed by melatonin treatment. T3 (8 μg/100 g) was given via an intraperitoneal injection as was melatonin (2 mg/100 g); melatonin was always given 1 hour in advance of T3.

Melatonin proved to be protective against the cardiac enlargement that resulted from T3 treatment and, furthermore, it reduced •OH generation in the myocardium. Melatonin also reversed the marked drop in CuZnSOD in the T3-treated rat heart as well as the reduction in glutathione levels. Gene expression for GLUT4 was lowered as a consequence of T3 administration, an effect also prevented by melatonin. Finally, the 50% reduction in insulin-stimulated glucose uptake by hyperthyroid-induced hypertrophic cardiomyocytes was restored by melatonin. GLUT4 normally mediates facilitative transport of glucose into cells. Thus, in this study it was theorized that the down regulation of the GLUT4 gene compromised glucose uptake by the cardiomyocytes. Given that glucose transport/utilization is obviously very important for the optimal functioning of the heart, restoration of these processes by melatonin is important as is the reduction in oxidative damage to the organ.

**Sepsis and septic shock.** Sepsis is a common cause of mortality in both children and adults in intensive care units [168,169] and is a consequence of the host response to a microbial invasion. Multiple organ failure is frequently associated with sepsis and is characterized by severe hypotension and hyperactivity of blood vessels to vasoconstrictor agents. There are a variety of highly negative consequences of sepsis including respiratory distress syndrome, acute renal failure, disseminated intravascular coagulation and central nervous system dysfunction. The predominant agent responsible for sepsis is lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a component of the cell walls of Gram-negative bacteria [170,171].

In addition to the deaths related to septic shock, this condition has considerable economic cost. An estimated 700,000 patients develop severe sepsis annually in the United States [172,173]. The cost of treatment for each of these individuals is about $24,000. Unfortunately, there is no specific treatment for this condition, possibly related to the lack of definition of the underlying mechanisms of sepsis [174]. Given that sepsis is an extremely high proinflammatory state and a condition in which multiple free radicals and related reactants are produced [175], attempts have been made to combat the toxic reactions associated with this deadly disease in both experimentally infected animals and in humans. The initial animal experiments, Sewerynek and co-workers [176,177] reported that the injection of melatonin into rats that had been treated with LPS reduced the associated peroxidation of lipids in hepatic membranes and also limited the leucocytosis in this organ. Also using the rat model of sepsis, Crespo et al. [178] found that melatonin attenuated the degree of lipid peroxidation and the exaggerated nitric oxide production that accompanies LPS toxicity in both the liver and lungs. Melatonin, in a dose-response manner, lowered nitric oxide by inhibiting inducible nitric oxide synthase, a well known action of this indoleamine which is actually mediated by a melatonin metabolite, AMK [131].

Besides reducing molecular damage resulting from LPS toxicity, melatonin also has been shown to lessen the death rate of endotoxemic rats [178,179]. Melatonin probably protects against death by improving the hemodynamics of these animals since the indoleamine was shown to counteract the release of TNF-α (and possibly other cytokines) into the plasma and reduce O2•- production by the aorta [180]. Moreover, melatonin also limits ONOO- formation and the activation of poly (ADP ribose) synthase [181], curtails the breakdown of lipids and replenishes GSH levels in a variety of organs [182,183] during experimental sepsis. As mentioned above, during sepsis melatonin prevents the recruitment of leucocytes to the affected organs [176,177]. When leucocytes infiltrate organs the enzyme myeloperoxidase (MPO) is elevated resulting in the formation to a toxic chlorine-based species, hypochlorous acid. Since melatonin inhibits MPO activity and scavenges hypochlorous acid [184] even the reduced number of leucocytes within tissues are neutralized in terms of inflicting damage because of the presence of melatonin.

Sepsis is associated with marked changes in the physiology of mitochondria and these alterations obviously contribute significantly to the malfunction and death that septic animals/humans experience. Escames et al. [175,185] have examined melatonin’s protective actions at the level of the mitochondria in LPS-treated rats. This group showed that melatonin administration reduces mitochondrial oxidative damage and inhibits mtNOS protein expression and enzyme activity [186] in both rat lungs and liver following LPS exposure. These observations may well explain some of the beneficial actions of melatonin during the septic response. This group has recently extended these findings by showing that melatonin similarly improves mitochondrial function in mice rendered septic by cecal ligation and intestinal puncture to induce severe peritonitis [187]. Importantly, this group showed that in addition to reducing oxidative/nitrosative damage at the mitochondrial level, melatonin also restored ATP production.

Given that animal studies have repeatedly confirmed the beneficial actions of melatonin in preventing sepsis-mediated molecular damage and death in animals [178,179,186,188], it is not surprising that Gitto and colleagues [189] utilized melatonin to treat premature newborn humans suffering from sepsis. The results of their study documented the high efficacy of melatonin in humans with septic shock. Ten neonates with sepsis were treated with melatonin in addition to receiving conventional therapy while ten infants received conventional therapy only. The melatonin dose was 20 mg given orally in two equal doses separated by 1 hour within the first 12 hours of the diagnosis of sepsis. These neonates exhibited early beneficial signs of the presence of melatonin.

These findings are compelling given the serious nature of sepsis and septic shock and the lack of an adequate therapy for this often fatal condition. Research related to use of melatonin as a treatment for sepsis should be aggressively pursued; along
these lines Buonocore and Groenendaal [191] have suggested that melatonin be thoroughly tested in clinical trials to overcome oxidative/nitrosative toxicity in clinical conditions such as bacterial sepsis.

**Patented melatonin mimetics**

Since the molecule melatonin is not *per se* patentable, the pharmaceutical industry has pursued the development of melatonin analogues which can be patented. One of these drugs, ramelteon (Roserum™) developed by Takeda Pharmaceuticals has been issued a US patent (US6034239) [192] and is currently being marketed. The second drug, agomelatine (commercial name Valdoxan™, US518994) [193] is currently in phase III trials and is expected to be on the market soon. This drug will be sold by Servier and Norvatis Pharmaceuticals. The structures of ramelteon and agomelatine relative to that of melatonin are shown in Fig. 5.

Melatonin itself has been widely reported to have sleep promoting activity [77,194-196] although this has also been disputed in recent years, at least in the case of some sleep disorders [65]. It is of interest that among mammals, melatonin is uniquely elevated during the night, yet many species are night active and actually sleep during the day when melatonin levels are at their lowest. This implies that melatonin is not a direct hypnotic or soporific but rather influences sleep propensity via other means.

**Ramelteon.** Ramelteon, which is marketed as a sleep aid, is an indenofuran derivative of melatonin which binds to MT1 and MT2 melatonin receptors [197]. The major interest seems to be its binding to the melatonin receptors in the biological clock, the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN); these nuclei are believed to be involved in mediating the effects of melatonin on circadian rhythms and on sleep.

Ramelteon inhibits forskolin-stimulated cAMP production in neonatal rat pituitary glands with an IC₅₀ of 20.8 pM suggesting it is a potent agonist of the MT1 receptor [198]. In reference to its MT2 receptor activity, ramelteon binds to Chinese hamster ovarian cells with a binding affinity is roughly 3-fold lower than for the MT1 receptor (Ki=45pm vs Ki=14pm, respectively). Compared to melatonin, the binding affinity of ramelteon for the MT3 hamster brain binding sites is weak. Ramelteon does not bind to a variety of other ligand binding sites; some of those that have been tested include benzodiazepines, dopamine, ion channels and transporters and opiates [199,200]. This melatonin mimetic has a longer half life than melatonin [201,202] and promotes sleep. Chronobiologically, the drug accelerates re-entrainment of running wheel activity in rats [203] to the same degree as does melatonin.

Ramelteon was initially designed as a drug to treat patients with insomnia and related circadian rhythm disorders. In particular, the drug is purported to advance sleep onset in individuals who have difficulty falling asleep, i.e., to reduce sleep latency, but it does not have generalized depressive actions on the electrical activity of the central nervous system [81,204,205]. Ramelteon has not exhibited evidence for abuse or psychological or physical dependency [206]. When used as a sleep aid, the usual recommended dose is 8 mg orally at 30 minutes before desired sleep onset [204].

**Agomelatine.** Agomelatine was synthesized by replacing the indole scaffold of melatonin with a naphthalene ring [198]. Agomelatine is an agonist of the MT1 and MT2 melatonin receptor [207]. The affinity of agomelatine for cloned human MT1 and MT2 receptors (Ki=6.15 x 10⁻¹⁰ and 2.68 x 10⁻⁹ M respectively) is similar to the binding affinities of melatonin to the same receptor subtypes which are Ki=8.52 x 10⁻¹² and 2.63 x 10⁻⁹ M, respectively.

Agomelatine is designed as a once-daily treatment of major depressive disorders particularly when anxiety and sleep problems are features of the condition [208]. Its efficacy in reference for depression was originally tested in rats and mice and in transgenic murine models [209]. Under these conditions, agomelatine at a dose of 10 mg/kg was as effective as imipramine or fluoxetine at the same doses; the latter two drugs are commonly used antidepressant molecules.

In clinical trials, agomelatine was found to clinically relieve depressive symptoms and to be well tolerated [210,211]. It has been found effective in a range of mild to severely depressed patients with its efficacy in relieving symptoms increasing in more severely depressed subjects [210].

Agomelatine has fewer side effects than the other classes of antidepressive drugs, i.e., the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and the serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibi-
melatonin’s receptor-mediated and its receptor-independent number of antioxidants including melatonin. From the destruction of toxic reactants, cells utilized a large functional integrity of essential molecules and to protect them a highly inhospital environment with cells; to preserve the [118,122,126,224]. Free radicals and related reactants create damage due to the direct free radical scavenging capacity of not shown, in more than a thousand reports, to reduce oxidative has flourished within the last decade and melatonin has been launched, i.e., melatonin as an antioxidant. This area of study was uncovered, a dynamic new field of investigation was functionally, melatonins are a remarkably diverse molecule that has been identified in species throughout the animal kingdom and, in the last decade, it has also been found in plants as well. It seems possible that melatonin exists in all life forms. For decades it was assumed that melatonin’s effects at the cellular level are mediated exclusively via membrane receptors on the target cells. These receptors were first definitively identified slightly over a decade ago. A feature of the membrane melatonin receptors which was probably a surprise to most scientists is the distribution of these receptors. Whereas they were initially found in and thought to be confined to a small number of nuclear groups in the brain (especially in the suprachiasmatic nuclei of the hypothalamus) they have subsequently been uncovered not only in many parts of the central nervous system but in numerous sites throughout multicellular organisms. This widespread distribution of melatonin membrane receptors portends numerous functions for melatonin, certainly more diverse actions than originally envisaged. In addition to the typical membrane receptors that have been identified for melatonin, nuclear binding sites/receptors also have been unveiled [215] and functions have been attributed to them. These receptors belong to the RZR/ROR subfamily and include the products of three genes, i.e., splicing variants of RORα1, RORα2, RORα3, RZRα), which differ in the N-terminal domain, and RZRβ and RORγ [216]. How widespread the nuclear receptors are in the body remains to be established. Thusfar these receptors have been linked to melatonin’s actions on the immune system [217-220] and possibly to the stimulation of antioxidative enzymes [130]. In the latter case, they may cooperate with membrane melatonin receptors in promoting the activities of the radical detoxifying enzymes. Finally, some of melatonin’s actions involve its binding to intracellular calmodulin [221]. Melatonin’s ability to vanquish free radicals and related reactants, an action that is independent of any receptor or binding site, is a rather recent discovery [118]. When this function was uncovered, a dynamic new field of investigation was launched, i.e., melatonin as an antioxidant. This area of study has flourished within the last decade and melatonin has been shown, in more than a thousand reports, to reduce oxidative damage due to the direct free radical scavenging capacity of not only melatonin itself [118,222,223], but also of its metabolites [120,122,126,224]. Free radicals and related reactants create a highly inhospital environment with cells; to preserve the functional integrity of essential molecules and to protect them from the destruction of toxic reactants, cells utilized a large number of antioxidants including melatonin. This review summarizes only a very few of the areas where melatonin’s receptor-mediated and its receptor-independent actions have been described. The reader should be reminded that, although they are categorized according to the presumed modes of action of the indole, it also seems likely that melatonin may, in many circumstances use both processes to achieve its effects. For example, while melatonin may work via membrane and/or nuclear receptors, when it is in a cell it will also always function of a free radical scavenger. This only requires that melatonin be in the vicinity of the radical when it is generated. Some of the most critical actions of melatonin may be those in the mitochondria were the indole has been shown to improve the transfer of electrons through the electron transport chain [137]. While doing so, melatonin limits electron leakage and the subsequent formation of free radicals; this has been referred to as melatonin’s ability to avoid free radical generation [120], which supplements its ability to scavenge radicals that are formed. Also in the mitochondria, melatonin enhances ATP production [225,226]. The generation of energy in the form of ATP is critical to optimal cell function, including aiding in repairing any cellular damage that has occurred, and in improving survivability of the cell, of the tissue and of the organism. Many important areas where melatonin may have clinical applicability are not discussed in this brief review. For example, melatonin’s ability to prevent initiation [227-229] and progression [230-233] of many cancer cell types have been well documented. Also, in models of Alzheimer’s [234-237] and Parkinson’s disease [238-241] the indole has proven beneficial effects. Likewise, free radical mediated ischemia/reperfusion injury has yielded to melatonin therapy; benefits of melatonin for this condition have been shown for every organ where it has been tested including in models of heart attack [242-244] and stroke [245-247]. Melatonin has been found to reduce the toxicity of a variety of prescription drugs [248-250] and the damaging effects of heavy metals [251-253]. Also, hyperglycemia associated with animal models of diabetes is highly destructive, usually via free radical processes, to the cardiovascular system as well as to other organs; this damage has been shown to be attenuated by melatonin treatment [254-256]. Clearly, the pharmaceutical industry has been attentive to the potential utility of melatonin in clinical medicine. In lieu of using melatonin, however, which is inexpensive and non-patentable, they have developed patentable melatonin receptor agonists that are either currently on the market or soon will be. At this point the data are incomplete in terms of whether these analogues will be more or be less efficacious than melatonin in their specific use paradigm. Likewise, their long-term safety is unknown. Overall, melatonin would appear to be a highly beneficial molecule with unexploited clinical potential. It could prove to be an important drug, especially in countries where financial resources are limited. Even in the well-developed countries, melatonin should be considered as a treatment for a number of conditions because of its multiple beneficial actions and uncommonly low toxicity. Considering the increased life span of humans in many countries, a condition typically associated with increased prescription drug usage, the availability of an inexpensive agent such as melatonin could potentially save individuals and government agencies millions of dollars annually.
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